
At Yeshiva High School of Arizona, we take a
multi-pronged approach to learning gemara.
"The gemara is so vast, both in its breadth
and in its depth, that to approach it from just
one viewpoint would not be doing it justice,"
says Rabbi Gavriel Goetz, Menahel and Head
of School at YHSA. "When the yeshiva began
over ten years ago, we made a commitment
to teach the talmidim how to both analyze the
brilliance and beauty of an iyun sugya as well
as give them opportunities to learn more
quickly, a style known as bekius, in order to
familiarize themselves with the methodologies
and language of the gemara." 
To that end, we divide the morning hours into
two separate shiurim, Iyun and Bekius. The
talmidim have been learning Maseches Gittin
this year in Iyun, and after Pesach the yeshiva
began learning Perek Hazoreik, the eighth
chapter, which deals with various different
types of legal acquisitions. Known in yeshiva
circles and parlance as a "lomdisheh" perek,
the bochurim have been applying themselves
to understand the deeply analytical logic that
is the foundation of these laws.  
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Focus on... Iyun

"Shiur this morning was 
so geshmak! I love learning 

Perek Hazoreik."

showed one of the rabbeim his pages of
notes from that morning's shiur and said,
"Rabbi Wohlgelernter's shiur this morning was
so Geshmak! I love learning Hazoreik." 
We wish the rabbeim and talmidim success in
their learning, and may they continue to taste
the Torah's sweetness.

 Rabbi Goetz learning Hazoreik with Yitz Dubitzky

Indeed, they are finding the limud to be
rewarding and satisfying. On a recent day,
Dovid Semel, tenth grader at Y HSA, proudly 

 Rabbi Yossie Semel learning with Hillel Bronsteyn 
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A hallmark of YHSA has been our  dedication
to a quality general studies program. In
addition to the standard subjects required of
an Arizona state-accredited school, we also
offer a wide range of honors classes and
extracurricular workshops. From computer
coding to science lab to woodworking, there's
something for everyone.

The third academic quarter recently ended on
a strong note, with students scoring well in
two of our honors math classes, Precalculus
and Algebra. The "hybrid" on-line math course
has been a success as well. A special thank
you to our long-time math teacher, Mr.
Darren Schwartz, for his dedication to the
boys of YHSA even in the face of Covid
complications!

General Studies

Woodworking Class with Yitz Garfinkel of Tikkun Olam

Mr. Alan Nisanov, right, modeling a math problem with Akiva Schnitzer

We are already looking forward to our annual
end-of-year siyum and graduation on June
15. This year we are happy to celebrate
additional siyumim that will be made by
special talmidim who put in extra time
throughout the year to learn other
masechtos. We can't be more proud of them!
Stay tuned for further details.
 

Save the Date

Yosef Dovid Natanov, Shimon Einhorn, and Sholom Wernick
review the entire third perek of Maseches Megilla and are

one only perek away from completing the entire masechta. 

The gemara speaks strongly about the
importance of writing down one's own
personal Torah thoughts and ideas. Not only
does this ensure that they will not be
forgotten, it also forces one to organize,
refine, and clarify them. We have recently
undertaken a project, with the approach of
the yom tov of Shavuos, for each student to
write a composition on an area of his choice
on the topic of Torah. They are researching
the topic on their own and learning to share
their ideas with others through the medium
of writing. We wish them hatzlacha in this
endeavor and eagerly await the chance to
read their finished products.

Torah Writing



This Month... in Pictures
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Celebrating success in learning The Bachurim of the Yeshiva will be learning Mishnayos Seder Nashim 
 l'iyulei nishmos the bochurim who perished in Meron.

Relaxing at the Jackpot Ranch Retreat
 Welcome back Daniel Pinhasov, in good health, Baruch Hashem!

Welcome back to in-person learning

Getting elevated at Elevate Trampoline Park

Kitchen 18 "Shacharis honor-roll" celebration 

The winning team of the "Jackpot Ranch team competition"
 enjoys a lunch out at Labella with president of the board, Mr. David Segal

 Chavrusas, Daniel Goetz and 
Avraham Friedman
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We celebrated with a three-day, two-night
retreat to the tranquil grounds of Jackpot
Ranch in Camp Verde. The bochurim were
challenged with various team-building
competitions and activities, participated in
some  epic  ball  games.  There was also a late 

night kumzitz around a bonfire, beautiful
davening, and daily learning. A highlight of the
trip was the yedios klaliyos contest, where the
talmidim were each presented with a packet
to study and be tested on, with great prizes
offered  to all  who worked hard and excelled.

It was a memorable retreat, and the best part
was that we were all able to go together, in-
person once again.

The word that has been on everyone's mind
for the past 14 months is Covid. In so many
ways, some perhaps yet unseen, it has
changed and shaped our lives. One of the
most impacted areas of life has been the field
of education. Catch phrases such as "virtual
learning" and "Zoom classes" have abounded.
Did anyone ever hear those buzzwords 14
months ago, let alone use them on a daily
basis? And how many of us actually walked
around wearing dental masks back then?
Although the natural tendency of a person is
to resist change and the adjustments that
accompany it, Covid has shown us that
sometimes change is unavoidable. Here at
Yeshiva High School of Arizona, as in many
schools, both the teachers and the students
have shown great resilience in the face of all
the Covid-wraught changes and have pushed
themselves to learn despite the daily
challenges. A lot has been accomplished this
year, and we tip our caps to them and
recognize their effort. 

Baruch Hashem, since December the yeshiva
has been Covid-free, and we have been able
to fully return to in-person instruction (there's
another new catch phrase), with full
attendance. Consistency is crucial to growth
and the talmidim have been able to be fully
engaged in a way that was not possible just a
few months ago. They have learned to
appreciate yeshiva like never before! 

Jackpot Ranch Retreat

If you would like to
donate a car to the 
yeshiva, let us know.
You do nothing! 
We will pick it up and 
take care of all the 
arrangements.

DONATE YOUR CAR TO YHSA


